
War

If there should be only one second, that only one human begins to question, whether the human as
such is abysmally insane - war! That is enough - not more is to say!  

Demons

Why does it frees you so much, to face your demons? It´s nothing beautiful, nothing to be proud of,
on the contrary! The consequences could be harsh, yet still.....one gun on the table......now I´m able
to....

I´m God

I´m God! 
No, really! - I´m the master of life and death! 

I can stand up, walk to the next table, to the man reading the "Spiegel" and kill him!
I´m the master of life and death!

And don´t tell me, this is ´cause I´m German!

You´ve elected fucking Donald Duck, Hungary, Poland, Russia, North Korea, Assad,......
Ah, also such an endless list!

I´m wearing a SS uniform, a suicide vest,......
Fight for the good, the truth, the only God, the only "Führer", and such shit........

And kill people, and kill people, and kill people, and kill people, and kill people.......
Kill, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill,......

 
I´m God!

I´m the master of life and death!

Materialism

More and more, I´m in doubt about economic structures. Not since yesterday, but I get the feeling
that it  increases  more and more.  But relax,  your no idiotic  American who gets panicky by the
thought that every American should have health insurance - communism! Would it be possible to
explain to an American the difference between socialism and communism? And that both has its
diversity? 

But are we Europeans "better"? Polen, Hungary, Le Pen, AfD........no way Sahra, I never would
elect you! Is it really possible, that we humans are such fucking dumbasses? Well, have a look!
Struggle for pleasure - not to this price!    



Equality

Apart from obvious physical differences - are men and women the same? What about the so-called
male respectively female characteristics? I don´t believe in that men and women are different per se.
The so-called differences are cultural artifacts! Women wear skirts/dresses, men trousers - why not:
Men wear skirts/dresses and women - after a long and hard fight it had been "permitted" them
wearing trousers! But only in our culture and today, and even here, not always and all the time! Is
there a natural law that women wear dresses and men trousers? Hardly likely! Or? Women are
emotional, men are rational - a natural law? Hardly likely! Or?

Would it be possible to think of that cultural standards not determine how we should be, what we
should wear and so on? Hard to believe, simply because I know no example! Would it be possible to
visit a Nirvana concert - wearing a suit, a tuxedo? Hard to believe that nobody would think: What
will this guy here?

We "need" all our "tokens" to show who we are, where we belong to - man, woman, status, social
group and so on. What, when everybody would be able to wear anything? What, when everyone
would be able to act out his feelings? What, when everybody would be able to develop free and
without limiting?

Only to think of the topic "religion" shows how absurd such a thought is! Hard to believe that a Jew
says to his child: I´m a Jew, but there´s also the Christian faith, the Muslim faith - look and decide
for yourself! And now we can do the same with Christian parents and with Muslim parents not to
talk about Hinduism, Buddism and so on. And finally about agnosticism or atheism! 

So it´s obvious that we not will be able to overcome our cultural limits and standards! 

Worldview

What does determine our view of the world? I´m thinking you could write books about this question
- very intelligent books! But at the end I´m sure, the cognition will be: No rational reasons!   

Who Decides What Is True

Wrong question! Wrong, because there is no way, chance to the truth per se! Nobody is able to
decide what the truth is! 



Social Standards

Every society has to find its own standards, rules - again and again! The old question: Who decides?
Again you could write books about this question - very intelligent books! But at the end I´m sure,
the cognition will be......

Every society is inhomogeneous, therefore it would be stupid, senseless, dangerous to try to give a
society certain, definite standards and rules - every time there will be different ways, ideas about the
configuration of a society. Also the fact that there are norms (nearly?) all people would agree on not
disproves this. The "wish" not to be killed by another person can not determine in what kind of
partnership one should live!

It´s like an axiomatic system. Maybe all agree in some basic standards (axioms), but then......Gödel.
Completeness and consistency is not possible! Incompleteness (theorems) is the word - any society,
all its rules, standards, norms......are incomplete, inconsistent. All the time a society changes, also
their system of values has to change - change is the only constant we know, therefore.....   

Human Needs

What does a human need - apart from banal things like food as such? Maybe the question would be
better: How much he needs? Obviously he needs food, but what and how much? White truffle?
Bretonian lobsters? Belgian foie gras? 

Would it be an idea that in a first step it should be the aim to provide enough food for every one and
then we see later what to do with the white truffle? But what would be "enough"? Enough not to
starve? Or a bit more?

Now it would be possible again to write very intelligent books, like so many intelligent books were
written about this topic - and then?

Either the humans will be able to give up this "more and more"-nonsense or - and I do not think we
will be able to – or,.....  


